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PCM 2

- Lectures begin at 1:15, SSOM Rm 190
- Sign in with Les in SSOM 300 BEFORE going to your small group
- Contact/page your facilitator(s) and co-facilitators before class
  - discuss what you will do
  - discuss what you’d like to cover
  - do NOT give MS2s a second lecture
  - answer any questions MS2s may have from the lecture
- Check course objective page to see if your small group has assigned questions for small groups to get MS2s reading the Bates’ textbook (not all small groups have questions)
- Review assigned questions and answers if we have them. Answers for these and for EKGs, CXRs are in a folder by Les in SSOM 300

PCM 2 SMALL GROUPS

ALL M2s should:
Practice exam steps on each other
Practice reading an entire EKGs sometime
Practice reading an entire CXR sometime
Practice presenting two cases
You should observe each student individually and give feedback
PCM 2
Getting the Info You Need

- Go to LUMEN for course materials
- Click Patient Centered Medicine 2 calendar
- Pick the session
- Review the objectives, assignments, small group activities, PDF, PPT, handouts etc (see right hand column)

TEXTBOOKS

PCM 2 textbooks – Same as prior years
- Bates 10th edition
- Thaler “The only EKG book you'll ever need” 7th ed. (new, but not really)

But not many changes from edition to edition, so your older editions are fine

What’s new since you were in PCM2?

- Expanding number of groups from 14 to 16
- Neuro Exam continues to be first on calendar, was meant to accommodate change in Neurosciences schedule
- PCM2 timing with MHD—new calendar this year, Derm, for example is later
- Early preceptor program start—begins in September, not October, this year. Preceptor assigns 5 H&Ps (previously 4). First H&P write up is H&P ONLY. Remaining H&Ps will include pertinent positives/negatives, problem list, admit orders, plan etc. All write ups with preceptor
- If some of the students are having difficulty getting established this early with their preceptor, especially at outside hospitals, we will ask the M3s to assist in finding cases and reviewing write ups as in past. If they are not assigned cases, we will work with write up even if not assigning case.
- No seminar rooms
- One graded HEAD to TOE exam on FEMALE (no practice exam)
- PE exam write up due day of exam this year.
- Use of an SP to practice lung, abdomen and inguinal lymph/femoral pulses 8/21
- Rotating session that day
- MS4s will be needed to review PV exam while 2 students at a time rotate into room with facilitator and SP
- Nutrition Curriculum—continue to use Nutrition questions to supplement the online curriculum and speakers will add some information at times.
**What’s new this year?**

- Adding an ENT workshop
- New speakers in Cardiology, Ophthalmology, PV and Lymph
- Harvey sessions on same day as Cardiology lectures and students will be scheduled by small group
- Dr. Chan testing radiology mid-semester in his vertical curriculum

---

**August & September**
1. Review & Learn PE and write-up
2. GRADED Head-to-toe with facilitator

---

**PCM 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>August &amp; September</th>
<th>Oct - April</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Review &amp; Learn PE and write-up</td>
<td>Preceptor Program (5 write-ups)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. GRADED Head-to-toe with facilitator</td>
<td>EKGs, begin Oral presentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct - April</td>
<td>Interpret CXRs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**PCM 2 SMALL GROUPS**

- If you are on call Monday, do NOT come to PCM 2 on Tuesday afternoon
- Let your facilitator know who will be there each week (especially if schedule changes)
PCM 2 SMALL GROUPS

- Ask for permission from elective or required clerkship director to come to PCM 2 or OB orientation if you signed up also for OB teaching elective
- Ask EARLY
- Don’t assume PCM 2 "trumps" your daily schedule
- Can come to PCM 2 during Sub-Is – 1x/month
- Can generally NOT come to PCM 2 during EM rotation
- Hopefully no more than 2 MS4s per week, but at least one each week

FROM THE MOUTHS OF STUDENTS:

- "...When you have 5-6 in there it really changes the group dynamic to being less of a small group atmosphere."
- "Having more than one fourth year in the small group at a time made things hectic. Although the fourth years being there is useful I do think it should be limited to one per small group."

AUGUST 2012

- 8/5 Introduction/Overview - MONDAY (Dr. Boyle) No M4s
- 8/6 Neuro and Mental Status Exams (Dr. Gruener) Neuro Exam and Write-up
- 8/7 General Appearance (Dr. Koller) No M4s
- 8/7 Normal Pediatric Hx & PE (Dr. Barbato, Derhammer) No M4s
- 8/13 Eye Exam Small group-- entire head and neck exam, no dilating eyes, write up HEENT exam
- 8/20 Peripheral Vascular Exam (Dr. Crisostomo) Facilitator in CSC room with SP reviewing lung/cor/abdomen M4 in SDLs – reviewing PV exam with students Pts with PV findings
- 8/22 "Harvey" session – Thursday, Normal heart exam, No M4s
- 8/27 and 28th Neuro OSCE
AUGUST 2012

- 8/14 & 8/21 Ophth workshops on Wed - Dr. Amy Lin in charge
  OR
  ENT workshops - Dr. Gregory Matz in charge

SEPTEMBER 2012

- 9/3 No PCM2 lecture or small group (MDH/Pharm exam in am)
- 9/4/13 Geriatrics (Dr. Sih)
- 9/10 Breast Exam (Dr. Koller) – NO small group, No M4s
  - Breast workshops 9/10, 9/11, 9/12 – No M4s
- 9/18 Lymphatic System Practice head-to-toe in small group
- 9/24 and 10/1 Head-to-toe physical exam on female SP
  - Graded
  - Turn in PE write up
  - One hour with facilitator and SP
  - PE WITHOUT PROMPTS
  - No lectures or small groups - NO MS4s

OCTOBER 2013

- 10/6 – 10/13 MS2 Mid Semester Break
- 10/15 - Problem lists, +/-, Reasons to admit, Orders (Dr. Koller)
- 10/22 Intro to EKGs (Dr. Boyle)
  - Begin EKG interpretation in small groups with rhythm strips
  - You will get answer sheet – found in folder
- 10/29 Focused H&P (Dr. Koller)

- Sometime in mid October, they should begin to be ready to present cases.
  - Consider rounds style format
HELP WITH NEURO OSCE?
- Tuesday 8/27 and Wednesday 8/28
- 1:30 pm to 6:30 pm
- 4-5 volunteers for each day
- Would count for PCM 2 small group day
- Email Dr Boyle if available and interested

ANY QUESTIONS?

WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS ELECTIVE?
WHAT ARE YOU LEARNING OBJECTIVES?
- Write down 3 bullet points
- Turn it in